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Kikina 

Construction instructions 

(NOTE: this is an automatic translation using Google Translate) 

 

Introduction: 

The KIKINA kite is intended for beginning modellers with experience in construction simple handball. We 

recommend using adhesive varnish, glues to glue the model Kanagorn or instant glue. To build the model 

we will need a flat worktop, a chip saw, fine and coarse grinding wheel, model pins, scissors, Narex razor, 

adhesive and tension varnish (acetoneNM, hair brush. Before starting the construction, we will get 

acquainted with the procedure of building a model - studying the construction instructions. 

 

Assembly of the middle part of the wing: 

We place the construction drawing on a flat worktop. On a construction drawing pin the leading and 

trailing part of the wing (1) and (2) - with a flat surface to the working board. Cut exactly between these 

parts from the bar 8.3 and glue the bevel bars (3) and (4) so that so that the bevels point to the side - see 

section A-A (12). Glue spacers to the center of the wing (5), which we cut from the bar no.5. Cut into the 

notches in the center of the wing from the strip No. 6 tape (6) and (7) so that they can be inserted into a 

notch in the leading and trailing portions of the wing. You then glue. After the glue has dried, pin the 

middle part of the wing and repaint with dilute adhesive varnish. P5 thoroughly dry carefully grinding the 

wing profile with a grinding wheel. The correct profile of the wing is drawn on the fuselage. 

 

Assembling the "ears" of the wing: 

Attach the end of the ear (12) to the construction drawing. We will stick to this part the leading and trailing 

part of the wing ear (8) and (9) with a flat surface to the worktop. Cut exactly between these parts from 

the bar No. 3 and glue the bar of the Nose (10) so that the bevel pointing to the side - see section A-A. We 

cut the No. 6 tape into the notches on the wing's ear (11) so that they can be inserted into the notch in 

the inlet, outlet and to the end of the ear. We will then glue them. After the glue has dried, we unpinned 

and repainted the wing ear diluted adhesive varnish. After thorough drying, carefully sand wing profile 

brousitkern. We assemble the second ear in the same way. 

 

Hull assembly: 
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Glue the upper part of the head (14) to the fuselage rail (13). To the front of the head glue the head bar., 

(15) and the side fuselage cover (16) and (21). On the back of the fuselage glue the rudder (18) and with 

the rear overlap 4mm the elevator (19). Bottom the fuselage (17) is glued only after balancing the model. 

 

Build the model: 

At the middle part of the wing and both ears, we grind the side bevels. Place a straight gelite on the 

worktop and pin it to the worktop glued middle part of the wing. From the remaining bar No. 5, cut the 

ear support (23) of length 45mm. Apply glue to the side bevel of the ear and glue it to the middle part of 

the wing - support the end of the ear with a support. Glue the other ear in the same way. We will stick the 

wing assembled in this way on the assembled fuselage. 

 

Painting and coating: 

We paint the whole model twice with a thin epic varnish. We will perform after each painting regrinding 

of the whole model with fine srnir. We start coating the middle part of the wing by cutting the coating 

paper so that always exceeded the circumference of the coated part of the wing by at least 5 mm on each 

side. We start coating by painting the perimeter with undiluted adhesive varnish of the middle upper part 

sash with quick application and smoothing of the coating paper on the sash frame so that so that there is 

an overlap on the coated part of the wing. Coating paper all over the top the surface is varnished with 

diluted adhesive varnish and smoothed again around the perimeter. After drying of the varnish, we will 

cut the paper overlap around the entire perimeter of the sash. The same in this way we will cover the 

upper and lower sides of the ears and the lower part of the wing. Now we can paint accessories made of 

colored coating paper on the model. Coated We coat the chalk with a thin tensioning varnish 2x to 3x. 

Coated after each painting sanding the wing with fine sandpaper. 

 

Model balance: 

Insert a steel rod dia.4mm (20), model, into the front part of the head underlay under the wing in a place 

toasted on the construction drawing "Es". Hull model should remain horizontal. If the tip of the model 

rises, we glue the weight into the box in the fuselage head and when we ask the model, we import e.g., 

plasticine glued to the front of the fuselage. If skiers head down, grind a piece of weight so that the hull 

remains horizontal. Weight box close by gluing the bottom part (17). We will grind the shape of the head 

according to the construction drawing and repaint with diluted adhesive varnish 3 times. Lastly, stick with 

your teeth sides of the torso of the emery armrest (22) for better holding of the model in the hand and its 

throwing. 
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Model flying: 

We will fly the model in calm, windless weather - preferably in the evening. We grab the model under the 

wing and watch its flight with a slight snake to the ground. Swings with the model in flight, we gently bend 

the end of the elevator down. If the model flies sharply to the ground, we move the end of the elevator 

up. If the model turns to the right, we turn (when viewed from • rear) rear of the turn signal to the left. If 

the model turns to the left, we turn the back part turn signals to the right. 

 

List of materials in the builder: 

The leading part of the wing (1) lks 

-Draining part of the wing (2) lpcs 

The leading part of the ears of the wing (8) 2pcs 

Drain part of the wing (9) 2pcs 

Wing ears (12) 2pcs 

Beef (14) lks 

Side fuselage cover (16), (21) 2pcs 

The lower part of the fuselage (17) lks 

Elevator (19) lks 

Direction indicator • (18) lks 

Beam 4 x 4 - 290 (13). lks 

Beam 4 x 4 - 15 (15) lpcs 

Balsa bar of bevels, No.3 (3), (4), (10) lks 

Balsa bar 1.5 X5, No.6 (6), (7), (11) 2pcs 

Balsa bar 5 x 10, No.5 (S), (23) 'lks 

Weight (roller) (20) lpcs 

Abrasive supports (22) 2pcs 

Smirek lks 

Heel forging paper lks 
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Construction drawing lks 

Note: The numbers in parentheses are the same as the numbers in the construction drawing. 

 

Have a nice flight with the KIKINA model 


